ROLLER CONVEYOR STYLE CARTON FLOW

- FITS ANY PALLET RACK - NO SHELVES REQUIRED
- HIGH CAPACITY - UP TO 50 LBS. PER FOOT CAPACITY
- FULL WIDTH ALUMINUM ROLLERS
- LOW PROFILE - Installs between pallet rack beams, saves vertical space. Attaches with beam hangers to step or structural beams.

OPTIONS:
- KNUCKLE FRONT - Presents carton at 20° angle for split case picking.
- HIGH PROFILE - Installs on top of beams. Can overhang beam at front and rear.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Steel Axles
- 3/4" diameter aluminum rollers on 1", 2" or 3" centers.
- Up to 50 lbs. per foot capacity
- WIDTHS: 6", 9", 12" and 15" nominal
- LENGTHS: Up to 12' in 1" increments
- UNSUPPORTED SPANS - up to 10'
- PITCH – 1" per foot recommended for most cartons
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